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The quan tu m m echanical correlation problem, involvin g th e evaluation of expectation 
values of many particle operators for a given eigens tate, is formulated, by m eans of t h e 
matr ix sum rule, in term s of unobservable or virtual one particle t rans it ions to other eigen
states of the system. This formulation is set forth for t he two-fold purpose of both demon
strating t h e nature of t h e many particle correlations from t he poin t of view of matrix 
mechani cs, and mak ing poss ible the d er ivation of sum rules which may be used in t heir 
analysis. Th e analysis shows that t he trans it ion integrals < "'IAil "" > and < ", IAil",' > , 
where Ai and Ai are arbitrary one particle operators involving t he ith and jth particles, 
respectively, are not n ecessari ly equal, sin ce such trans it ions can in volve q uantum states of 
different coordinate sy mmetry, i. e., the ant isymmetric and sy mmetric states \"h en N = 2, 
an d the states of mixed sy mmetry, in add it ion, wh en N? 3. The indistingu ishabili ty pr in
ciple is demonstrated to r equ ire on ly t hat 

~1< "' I A i/"" >1 2 =~/< ", / A i / "" >12 . 
a' ex' 

By detai led analys is of one particle tra ns itions to states of "al'ious sym m etri es, t he 
relationsh ip between the va rious one part icle t rans itions is d eterm ined. The expectat ion 
valu e fOI' a n ant isymmetri c state of t h e two part icle operator :z= Ai' Ai is found to be 

''''i 
L.: < ", /Ai · Ai/",>=N(N - 1) ~ /< ",/ A d",~ >/LN L:1<aA/ A d",,~ >/ 2 
i¢j a~ a~ 

wh ere t he sum "'~ is over a ll a nt isy mm etrie states, and the sum a ;'" is over a ll the non
ant isymm etric states. This equat ion is used to obta in an approx imate relat ion between 
t hese exp ectation values and obser vable quantities. 

From t he H eise nberg commutat ion r elat ions, th e sum rule 

N .z= ~ (E.,-E.) /<", lri/ ",' >1 2=3h2N/2m 
i = l a ' 

is obtained an d used to demonstrate some genera l properties of systems in t he nonrelativ istic 
approx im ation. 

1. Introduction 

Transitions in quantum mechanics usually refer to the change of an N particle system 
from one quantum state to another. Such a transition involving all the particles of the sys
tem is observable by radiative processes in principle if i t is no t prohibited by some selection 
rule. On the other hand, tr ansitions not involving all the particles of the system have re
ceived little attention because they do not involve an observable property of the system. In 
the realm of scientific analysis, however, there are many occasions when it is desirable, if not 
expedient, to study a system in terms of properties which are not observable, but rather, are 
a product of the imagination- a method of inquiry analogous to a study of the rhinoceros by 
way of the prop erties of the unicorn and the dragon. 

In line with this, the value of a discussion of such transitions lies in their connection with 
an unobservable property of the system, which nevertheless, because of its importance, has 
been the object of considerable interest. The property of interest concerns the effects re
sulting from the correlations of the particles of the system. The in terest in these unobservable 
effects has arisen from the snccess of the rela tively simple independent particle approximation 
in the descrip tion of the properties of a many particle system. While the independent particle 
model has proven to be an excellent first approximation, the limitations of this approach lie 
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mainly in its inability to properly evaluate the correlation effects. Consequently, the cor
relation problem concerns the attempt to arrive at a more accurate description of many par
ticle systems. 

From a mathematical point of view, the quantum mechanical correlation problem is 
associated with the evaluation of the expectation value, for a given quantum state, of any 
arbitrary many (two or more) particle operator- an expectation value which cannot be prop
erly evaluated in the independent particle approximation. In the formalism of matrix me
chanics, such an expectation value takes the form of a sum of products of matrix elements 
for the virtual one particle transitions. Consequently, in this article, the discussion of the 
one particle transitions is primarily intended to illustrate the nature of the many particle 
correlations from the matrix expansion point of view. In part 2, a detailed discussion of the 
requirements of the indistinguishability principle concerning the one particle transitions is 
included to elucidate some of their properties. Part 3 will demonstrate the detailed relationship 
between one particle transitions, while part 4 will give a discussion of the nature of two particle 
correlations in terms of the one particle transitions. Finally, in part 5, a sum rule which 
involves one particle transitions is obtained and used to demonstrate some general properties 
of systems in the nonrelativistic approximation. It is hoped that this somewhat different 
analysis of the correlation problem may introduce a fresh approach from which new ideas may 
evolve regarding this important topic. 

2 . Requirements of the Indistinguishability Principle in the Case of One 
Particle Transitions 

N 
If one considers the operator A= L; Ai for an N particle system where Ai operates on the 

; = 1 

ith particle, the principle of the indistinguishability of like particles requires that the expec
tation value 

be equal to < alAil a> where i;:6-j. Here fa (x1x2 ... xN) is the N particle wave function 
describing the quantum state a of the N particle system. In the following discussion, this 
state will be assumed to refer to an electronic system, since this assumption involves no loss 
of generality. Therefore, as a consequence of the indistinguishability principle, the expectation 
value of A for a given state f a is given by 

(1) 

The question may now be raised as to the relationship between <alAila'> and < alAila'> 
where the state '-/la' differs from fa . If, in analogy with the above discussion, one succumbs 
to the temptation of concluding that <aIAila'>= <aIAil a' > , then one is immediately con
fronted with a contradiction in the evaluation of the expectation value of a many particle 
operator for a given quantum state . 

This may be seen in the following manner. According to the sum rule for matrix multi
plication, the expectation value for the two particle operator AcAj evaluated for the state f a 
is given by 

< aIAi·Aila>= ~<a IAi l a'><a' I A jl a> 
a' 

(2) 

where the sum is over all the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. In the case when i= j, we are 
led to the relation 
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since A i is assumed to be Hermitian. If the relation < IAila'> =<aIAjla'> is always cor
rect, then comparison of (2) and (3) leads to the conclusion that <a I A~ l a> =<a IAi' Aj l a> , 
which is not true in general. For example, the quantity < aldla> for the ground state of a 
free atom is proportional to its diamagnetic susceptibility, and is usually an order of magni
tude greater than < alri·rjl a> , a small quantity which vanishes for a free atom in the inde
pendent particle approximation. Similarly, the small quantity < alpi'Plla> vanishes for any 
bound state in the independent particle approximation, while <a l p~ l a> , by the quantum 
mechanical virial theorem, is proportional to the total energy of the state if;a for any system 
described by a H amiltonian which includes only Coulombic interactions. Consequently, the 
equality of the one particle transitions < aIAtla'> and < alAlia'> would rule out the ap
plicability of the matrix sum rule when applied to the dete['mination of the expectation value 
of any two or more particle operator. 

It is important to note that the indistinguishability principle, itself, does not require that 
< aIAila'> equal < aIAjla'> . This is easily demonstrated by using the sum rule for matrix 
multiplication which indicates that 

<a IA~ l a> = ~ 1<a I A i l a' >1 2 
a ' 

(3) 

and 
< ajIA;la>= ~I< aIAjla'>12. (4) 

a ' 

According to the indist inguishability principle, the left hand sides of (3) and (4) are equal. 
Consequently , the indistinguishability principle requires only that 

4 1< aIAjla'> 12= ~ !<a I Ai l a' >1 2. 
a a ' 

(5) 

3. Virtual One Particle Transitions Between States of Different Particle 
Coordina te Symmetry 

The investigation into a more detailed relation between the < aIAila'> and the < aIAjla'> 
than can be obtained from the indist inguishability principle leads immediately into a con
sideration of one particle transitions between states of different coordinate syl11metl'y . As has 
been discussed before in some detail,l t he eigenfunctions of an N particle H amiltonian fall into 
three or more noncom bining sets with different symmetry properties. The eigenfunctions of 
one set are antisymmetric with respect to particle interchanges, so that P i j if;A=- if;A' where 
Pi} is the permutation operator which interchanges the ith and jth electrons. Another set of 
eigenfunctions is symmetric, so that P ijif;:; = if;s . In addition, when N ;:::3, there exist other 
mixed symmetry types if;M which are neither symmetric nor antisymmetric. It is evident that 
while the if;A and the if;s are eigenfunctions of all the P ii> the if;Af are not since P 2ijif;= if; , and 
therefore if P ijif; = cif;, then c= ± 1. However, mixed functions which are eigenfunctions of the 
P ij individually can be constructed, since it is evident that if; Af+ P ijif;M and if;A{- P ijif;1lf are 
symmetric and antisymmetric in the interchange of particles i and j , respectively. This pro
perty results from the fact that each P ij commutes with the H amiltonian, so that it is always 
possible to construct their simultaneous eigenfunctions. 

In a real transition, i.e., one which is 0 bservable, at least in principle, in which the operator 
N 

involved A= L: At is symmetric in all the particles, the matrix elements between states of 
i= l 

different symmetry properties vanish. For an electronic system, it is well known that t he 
wave functions belong to the antisymmetric set, so that real transitions can only occur be
tween antisymmetric states. H owever, in a virtual one particle transition, this r estriction 

I E. Wigner , Z. Ph ysik 40, 492 (1927); 40, 883 (1927); U, 624 (1927) ; F . IIund , Z. Physik U, 778 (1927); W . IIeisc nhcrg, Z . P hysik 41, 239 (1927); 
E . E. Wit mer a nd J . P . Vinti , Phys. R e v. 47, 538 (1935). 
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does not exist. In fact , as was seen above, a sum over all possible one particle transitions, i.e., 
t hose which involve transitions to all the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, can only be meaning
ful if it includes transitions between states of different symmetry. This means that for an 
electronic system, one must consider, in addition to transitions to antisymmetric states, for 
which <aA I Ail a~> and <aA IAjla;l> are equ al, transitions of the type <aA I Ai l a~> and, for 
the case when N'23, transitions of the type <aA I Ail a~> as well .2 It is apparent from this 
discussion that the expectation value for an antisymmetric state of a two particle operator 
cannot be completely defined in terms of one particle transitions between antisymmetric eigen
states of the Hamiltonian alone. 

It is now necessary to analyze in detail the relationship between one particle transitions 
involving states of different symmetry. Since the cases N = 2 and N'23 are somewhat dif
ferent , they will be studied separately. 

3 .1. One Particle Transitions for Two Electron Systems 

In the case of a two p article system, the eigenfunctions of the H amiltonian are either 
symmetric or antisymmetric. We assume a two electron system to be in the antisymmetric 
state >/Ia. If one considers the transition element < alAlia'> and then applies the permutation 
operator Pl2 to the integral, one obtains < - aIA21-a'>=<aIAzla'> if the state >/la' is also 
antisymmetric. However, one obtains < - aIAzla' >= - < alAzla'> if the state >/la' is sym
metric. Since the integral m ust be invariant under interchanges of the dummy indices 1 and 2, 
we conclude for a two electron system that 

(6) 
and 

(7) 

for one electron Lransitions between two antisymmetric states and between an antisymmetl'ic 
state and a symmetric state, respectively .3 

3.2 . One Particle Transitions for Systems of Three or more Electrons 

For systems of three or more electrons, an analysis similar to that made above indicates 
that for one particle transitions between antisymmetric states only, < aA I Ail a~> = < aA IAjla;l' > , 
while the one par ticle transition integrals between symmetric and antisymmetric states vanish. 
The validity of the latter statement may be seen by considering transitions between symmetric 
and antisymmetric states involving the operators Ai, Aj, and Ak , where i, j, and k are different 
indices. 'iiV e note that3a 

Ptj<aA I Ad a~>=<aA I A t! a~>=-<aA !Ajl a~> 

Pik<aA I A i l a~>=<aA I Ail a~>= -<aA I Akl a~> 

P jk<aA I A j l a~>= < aA I Aj l a~>= - <aA I Ak l a~> . 

The only possible way for (8) , (9 ), and (10) to be simultaneously correct is if 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(ll) 

2 For a system,of Bosons, which ~rc described by symmetric wa ve functions, one must consider in addition to the <a81 A ila~> , transitions of 
tr.c type > a $! A i!Q:A > and <o:~I A ilaM > ' 

l If one were di scussing a system of two Bosons, the above rules would hold in reverse order, i.e., one particle transition integral between t,,~o 
symmetric states would be equal , while one particle transition integral between a symmetric and an antisymmetric state would have oPPosite 
Signs. 

a" The operation P ij < a tA il a'> is equivlent to the transfOflllati on < a lP ij2 A ': P ij2Ia' > since it is evident that <a lP ifl Ai P ijl a'> = 
<a IPijA iP ij la'>=<a!A jl a' > . 
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By allowing the indices i , .i, and k to take on all possible combinations of values from 1 to N, one 
may see that all the one electron transitions between an antisymmetric and a symmetric state 
vanish. 

There now remains for analysis the case of the vidual one partIcle transitions between the 
antisymmetric and the mixed states ..fM. Since, as was seen above, there are no one par ticle 
transitions between antisymmetric and symmetric states when N?3, the transitions between 

the antisymmetric a nd mixed states are decisive in providing a meaningful application of the 
sum rule for matrix multiplication as used in eqs (2), (3) , and (4). However, because the 
mixed states are not eigenfunctions of the permutation operator, there is no simple relationship 
connecting the transition elements involving the operators Ai and A J• This may be demon
strated by noting that since the permutation and H amiltonian operators commu.te, then 

Consequently , P ij..fMa is also an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian having t he same energy as 
..fMa, so that P ij..fMa must be some linear combination of the degenerate eigenfunctions of the 
energy level E a. Because of this equivalence degeneracy, which cannot be removed by any 
perturbation symmetric in all the electrons, the relationship between transition integrals 
involving the operators Ai and AJ is not a simple proportionality, but instead, involves linear 
combinations of transition integrals to the various degenerate states. 

It is, however, possible to derive a relationship between these transition in tegrals which is 
more detailed than that given by the indistinguishability principle in eq (5). That t he inter
change of two particles in a ..fMa yields a lineal' combination of mixed wave [unctions which are 
degenerate with ..fMa may be expressed in t he following way: 

where the S UtT! is over all the states of the I-fold degenerate level Ea. Equation (12) 111 matrix 
notation is 

where (..f Mal) is the l X lrow vector composed of the linearly independent ..fMal. That the 
l X l matrix T is nonsingular , and is, in fact, its own inverse is easily seen since 

01' 

TT = l. (15) 

Moreover, because T2 is real, T must also be real. 
W-e now construct the 1 X I row matrix composed on the one particle transitions between 

the antisymmetric state ..f,l a and the mixed states of the I-fold degenerate energy level E a" i .e., 
«a.4 I A i!c~A~1> ' .. <aA I A il Cl'A~I» ' From (13), it is evident that 

Pii «Cl'A I Ail a~11> ... < aA IAila;\1I» 

=«aA IAil a~fl> ... <Cl'AIAil Cl'~£I» 

=« Cl'A I Ajl a~fl> ... <Cl'A I Ajl Cl'~I» T. 

« Cl'~fl l fil aA» . 

<Cl'~I I Atl Cl'A> 
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From (16), one may see that 

(17) 

Taking the inner or scalar product of «O'A I A i I O'~1 ... <O'A I Ai I O'~fl» and its complex 
conjugate, and using (16) and (17), one obtains 

or 

«aA I Ail a~l> ... <aA i Ail a~II» «a~l l ti I O'A» 

<a~[I I Ail aA> 

=«aA I AjI O'~I> ... <O'A I AjI Aa~fl» TT«a;lfl l ~jI O'A» 

<O'~[I IAjl O'A> 
(18') 

(18) 

Consequently, the sum of the square moduli of the one particle transition integrals involving 
Ai and Aj between an antisymmetric state and the degenerate states of mixed symmetry 
are equal. 

In summary, the relationship between one particle transitions for systems of three or 
more electrons are 4 

<O'A I A iI O'~>=<aA I AjI O'~> 

<aA I Ai ! O'~>=<aA I AjI O'~>=O 

L:1<aAI Ai I O'~1l>12= L:1<aAIAjIO';lf/>12 
I I 

4 . Nature of Two Particle Correlations in Terms of One Particle Transitions 

It will be assumed in this discussion that any many-particle operator of interest can be 
expanded in products of one particle operators. Since the main features of the matrix sum 
expansion of the expectation value of a product of one particle operators is illustrated by the 
expansion of a product of two one particle operators, the following discussion will center its 
attention on the two particle operator ArAj. 

For a two electron system, the discussion of the previous section indicates that 

< 0'1 AI' Azla> = ~<O'A I A j I O'~><a~ 1 AzlaA > 
aA' 

+ ~<O'A I Aj I O'~><O' ~ I A2 I aA> 
as' 

=~I<aA I A jl a~>12-~1<aA I Al l a~> 1 2 
a Ll ' as' 

(19) 

where the sum a~ is over the antisymmetric states and the sum O' ~ is over the symmetric states. 
It is apparent that for the expectation value of Aj·Az to be zero, the sums of the square moduli 
of the transitions involving Al over all antisymmetric states must equ al the sum over all sym
metric states. This is not the case in general, unless the electrons are isolated and do not inter
act. Moreover, it is apparent that the sign of the expectation valne is dependent upon which 
of the two sums is larger in magnitude. 

'For a system of Bosons, the above rules would be < as I A i I as> = <as I Ai I a~ >, < as ! A i I a~ > = < as I Ai I a~ > = 0, and 
2: I < as I A i I < .. > 12 = ~ I < as I Ai I a;n > I'. 
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In the case of three or more electrons, one considers the operator ~ AcAj. The expec-
tation value of this operator is given by ir'j 

N 

If one notes that <aA~ I~ AJlaA> = O, then< aJ\~ I~ Aj l aA>=-< aA~ I A i! aA>' Consequently, 
j ~ l jr'i 

(20) may be written: 

~<aI Ai·Aj l a>=N(N- 1)L: I <aA I Ada~>12-N~ I <aA I AllaJ\~> 12 (21) 
i#j a A' aM' 

It may be seen that the magnitude and sign of the expectation value of ~ Ai·A j is dependent 
upon the relative magnitudes of the sums ir'j 

L: 1 <aA I A l l a'1~>1 2 and (N- 1)L: I<aA I Al l a~ >1 2 . 
aM' aA' 

Equations (19) and (21) may be combined to read for the general case 

~<aI Ai ·Ajl a>=N(N - 1) L:1<a I Al l a~>12-N L: 1<aA I Al l a~>1 2 
i¢j aA' aN' 

(22) 

where the sum a~ is over all the non-antisymmetric states. 
VVe are now in a position to discuss the physical natme of the two particle cOl'l'elations. From 

a conceptional point of view, the expectation value < a IAi· Ajl a > may be given a geometrical 
meaning. If Ai and Aj are represented as vector quantities, then the above expectation value 
may be represented as their scalar product IAil IAjl cos 1', where IAil and IAjl are the average 
magnitudes of the vectors given by I A i I 2=<a IA~x+ A~y+ALl a> and I' is the average angle 
between them. Since the average values of the magnitudes of Ai and Aj are equal because of 
the indistinguishability principle, the scalar product reduces to IAd2 cos 1'. 

The above discussion may now be applied to the derivation of an important approximate 
relation between the ratios <a I A~ l a>l<a I B~ l a> and <aIArAjl a>l<aIBi·Bjl a>, where 
the Ai and Hi refer to two different operators. Beginning with the assumption 
<a I A~ l a> » < a IAi·Ajl a > , for any Ai, we make the approximation 

Now 

where 

<a I A~ l a> <a l (~AYla> 
<a IB~ l a> ~ < a l(L:BYla > ' 

<a I A~ l a> 
<a I B~ l a> 

i 

Q+ T 
s+p 

Q= 2:; 1<a I Al l a~> 1 2 
ct.v 

T= L: 1<a I Ada~> 1 2 
ctN' 

s= 2:; 1<a I Bl l a~>12 
ctA 

P=L: I <aI Bda~>12 
aN' 

(23) 

(24) 

On the other band, it is evident that (~A;)2 and (~Bi)2 are symmetric operators so that in the 
i i 
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expansion of their expectation values, only transitions to antisymmetric states need be consid
ered. Consequently: 

~,i <a \NAI \ a~>\ 2 Q 

-Z= \<a \NB I \ a~>\ 2 S' 
a A' 

We now consider the ratio of the two particle correlation terms. 

~<a\ Ai 'Aj \ a> N(N-1 )Q-NT 
-Z= < a\Bi·Bj\a> = N(N-1)S-NP 
i""j 

The use of eq (22) yields 

which upon application of the indistinguishability principle becomes 

<a\AI . A2\a> 
<a\BI· B21a> 

(N-l) Q- T 
(N-1)R-P' 

It is apparent from (23), (24), and (25) that in this approximation: 

from which we obtain 

Substitution of this result in eq (27) yields the result: 

from which we conclude 

An equivalent relation is 

< a\A7\a> <alAI' A21a> 
<a lm ~a> <aIBI • B21a> 

L:<a I A~ l a> -Z=<aIAiAjla> <al(L: AYla> 
i i""j i 

-Z= <aIB7Ia> "'" -Z=<aIBiBjla> "'" <al(2: Bi)2 Ia> ' 
i i""j i 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

In the limit when the ratios < alAI' A2 Ia>l<a IAila> and <aIBI·B2Ia>l<aIBila> both 
approach zero , the above approximate relations (30) and (3 1) become exact. One may con
clude from equation (30) that in this limit, the correlation angles involving the two operators 
under consideration are equal. These relations are important in that they equate the ratio of 
two correlation terms to ratios of quantities which are observables, at least in principle. 

Because of the importance of these relations, a few remarks regarding their applicability 
and range of validity are pertinent . The derivation of eqs (30) and (31) establishes the equality 
of the correlation angles associated with all two particle oper ators of the type Al . A2 when 
correlation effects are very small . Such a situation occurs in systems consisting of very weakly 
interacting particles. This result is not trivial since a weak interaction only necessarily implies 
that the quantities cos 'Y for differen t operators are small, and not that there is necessarily any 
relationship between them in the limit of vanishing interaction. 
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It is now of value to analyze the applicability of these relations to a system where the inter
particle interactions are not necessarily small. One might expect, in this case, that a more 
realistic assumption upon which to base the above derivation is that <a I A~ l a> must be very 
large compared to (N - 1) < alAi' Ajla> for an N particle system, since there are N terms of the 
first type and N(N- l ) terms of the second type. The factor (N-I) would introduce an order 
of magnitude increalOe in the size of the small quantity and would, of course, place som e doubt 
upon the validity of the initial assumption. 

For most real systems, however, this consider ation does not present a serious problem, 
primarily because the particles of a system generally arrange themselves in groups which are 
not strongly correlated. An example of this is the electronic shells of atoms . Consequently, 
the correlation terms do not generally become more impor tant for systems with large numbers 
of particles than for systems containing few particles. 

A check on this conclusion is possible in the case when the operators Ai involved are the 
radius vectors ri of the electrons in an atom or molecule. Kirkwood and Vin ti, 5 using different 
techniques, independently derived an approxi:J;nate expression r elating the electric and diamag
netic susceptibilities of closed shell atoms and molecules. However, Kirkwood's expression 
neglects the contribution due to the correlation term L; < air i" r jla>. Since Kirkwood's 

i"'j 

calculated diamagnetic susceptibilities for sever al rare gases and diatomic hydrogen do not 
differ from the observed values by more than a few percent, it appears safe to conclude that 
L; < aldla> is generally at least an order of magnit ude greater than L; < air/" rjia> . 

i i"'j 

The question still remains as to whether this ratio is great enough to insure the validity of 
eqs (30) and (31) when applied to most systems. In order to arrive at a definitive answer to 
this question, one must first recognize that the fundamental assumption (23) involved in the 
derivation of these equations is valid not only in the limit of vanishing correlation, but also in 
the case when the correlation angles involved are equal or do not differ greatly in magnitude. 
Since we have already established that the correlation angles are equal for vanishingly small cor
relation, it is reasonable to conclude that the correlation angles are very nearly (if not actually) 
equal in the case when L; < aIA;-Ajla> is an order of magnitude smaller than L; <a IA ~ la> . 

i"'j i 

Consequently, we may conclude that in most cases, the approximation (23) is a good one, and 
equations (30) and (31) are valid. This conclusion is of great practical value, since these equa
tions enable one to calculate the value of any correlation term, given the appropriate observa
bles, once anyone such term is evaluated either indirectly or by direct theoretical calculation . 
An example of such a calculation will be discussed in the next section. 

5. Derivation and Application of a Sum Rule for One Particle Transitions 

Sum rules, in general, are useful in providing information about a system without a detailed 
knowledge of its wave functions or energy levels. In the case of sum rules which involve one 
particle transitions, information can be obtained regarding the relative magnitudes of one 
particle transitions as well as the relative energy separations of the various quantum states 
(observable or unobservable) of the system. In some cases, information can be obtained 
regarding the expectation value of many-particle operators. 

One useful sum rule of this type follows from the N electron nonrelativistic Hamiltonian 

H =(1/2m) ~ p~+ V(r j r2 ... rN) 
i 

and the Heisenberg commutation relations 

' J. G. Kirkwood, Phys. Zeits. 33, 57 (1932) ; J. P. Vinti, Phys. Rev. 4 1 , 813 (1932). 
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From (32), (33), (34), and (35), it follows that 

Pi= - (im/h) (r iH - Hri) 

so that the matrix components of Pi in terms of those of r i are 

~ E" ,,, I<alr i la' >12=3h2/2m. 
ex' 

Since the sum is the same for all the N particles, we conclude that 

:E ~ E" ,,, I<alri la'> 12=3 h2N/2m. 
i = l ex' 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

It is apparent that these sum rules confirm the result (18) for the special case when Ai= r i, since 
they can only be correct, in general, if the sum of the square moduli of the transitions involving 
r i and r j to degenerate states are equal. 

The sum rules (38) and (3 9) resemble the well-known Thomas-Kuhn-Reiche 6 sum rule 
for re~l transitions 

~ E",,, I<laIRla' >12=3h2N/2m (40) 
ex' 

N 
where R = ~ r i . This sum rule may be obtained by summing eq (3 7) over all the electrons 

i =1 
N 

and noting that < aIRP- PRla>=3Nih, where P = ~ Pi' 
i=1 

Comparison of (3 9) and (40) confiTms the fact that transitions to unobservable quantum 
states are decisive in validating sums which involve one particle transitions. If the sum (39) 
only involved transitions to antisymmetric states, it would differ from the sum (40) by a factor 
of N. From equation (40), it is evident that 

where the sum in (41) is over one particle transitions to antisyrnmetric states only. As a 
result, one may conclude that 

2 

~ 4 E,,~aA I<aA l r i l a~>12=3h2/2m (42) 
t= l as 

for a two electron system, where the sum (42) is over transitions to symmetric states only, while 

(43) 

for a tln'ee or more electron system, where the sum (43) is over transitions to mixed states only. 
If one subtracts (39) from (40) one finds that 

(44) 

6 W . Thomas, Naturwissenschaften 13, 627 (1925); W . Kuhn, Z. P hysik 33,408 (1925) ; F. Reiche and W. Thomas, Z . Ph ysik 3i, 510 (1925). 
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This result would appear to be paradoxical if one sums (44) by means of an average energy 
E such that (44) becomes 

E L: L:' <alrila'><a' lrjla>=.EL:'<alrcrjla> . 
a' i~j i~j 

Since < al L: r i· rjla> is not equal to zero in general, this result indicates that E always vanishes. 
ir'j 

Although the invariably null value of the average energy difference seems to be a str ange result, 
the correctness of the sum (44) can be directly demonstrated from the commutation relations. 
By application of (37), one may see that 

where in the second sum, the dummy indices i and j have been interchanged. The right hand 

side of (45) is simply, from the sum rule for matrix multiplication-2~ L:<alr" pj- pj·rila> 
~m i r' i 

which is zero as a result of the commutation relation (33).7 
The origin of the vanishing average energy difference can be demonstrated if one r ewrites 

the sum (44) in the following manner: 

where the sum a:V is over all the states which are not antisymmetric, i .e., the symmetric states 
for N = 2, and the mixed states for N?3. The sum (46) can be written in the form 

L:((N- l)EA 2.=; 1< aA l r il a~>12-EN ~1<aA l r i l a:V>1 2) 
0 A a N 

= N(N- l) E A ~1<aA l rl l a~>12-NEN L: 1<aAl rJ/ a:V>12 (47) 
a~ a~ 

where E A and EN are the average energy differences between t he ground state and the antisym
metric states, and the ground state and the non-antisymmetric stat es, respectively. 

For the special case, when < alr;- rjla>=O, i.e., when the electrons are un correlated and 
the system hasno electric dipole moment, then N(N- l) L: 1< aA l r l l a~ 1 2-NL: I< aA l r l l a;v> 12= 0 

0 A a N 

and EA and EN must be equal. In all other cases, however, these two quantities are 
not equal, but, instead, their values are adjusted so that N(N- l) EA L: I< aA l rl l a~ >1 2 always 

equals NENL: I < aA l r l l a~>1 2. As seen in this light, the vanishing total average energy dif-
aN 

ference results from the fact that it is a composite of average energy differences involving virtual 
one particle transitions to states of different symmetry. This special relationship that exists 
in the nonrelativistic approximation between these weighted mean energy differences and the 
transition integrals of the type <aA l rl l a~> and < aA lrlla:V> is a restriction on all systems, 
regardless of their detailed properties, which is imposed by the n atme of the Schrodinger 
representation, which in tmn follows from the commutation relations. 

The sum rules (38) and (39) have immediate application in a demonstration of an ap
proximate relationship between the diamagnetic susceptibility and the total energy of a system 
in the nonrelativistic approximation. If one assumes that the ground state of the system does 

7 'rhe author is indebted to Dr. J . P. Vinti for clarifying t his point. 
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not have an electric dipole moment, i.e. , that 

<aIXla>=N<ah la>=O=<aIYil a>=<alzi la> 

then (38) may be written 

Eri ~ 1< a lr il a' > 1 2=Eri<a l r~ l a> = 3b2(2m. 
a 

On the other hand, (48) may be rewritten in the following fashion by making use of (37) : 

Equation (49) may now be written as 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

since 2: < a lp;j a > vanishes for any bound state. Comparison of (48) and (50) reveals that 
i 

if the approximation Ep;=Eri is made, then the simple relationship 

(51) 

results. One may note the similarity between (51 ) and the well known expression for the 
uncertainty principle. 

When eqs (48) and (50) are summed over all the electrons, the following equations are 
obtained: 

(52) 

(53) 

Using the expression for the diamagnetic susceptibilityS 

(54) 

eq (42) becomes: 

(55) 

Since the nomelativistic Hamiltonian (32) contains only Coulombic interactions, by the virial 
theorem, the total energy of the system Wo is equal to the negative of its kinetic energy 

N 
112m 2: < a lp7/a > . Making use of this fact, (53) becomes 

= 1 

(56) 

Combining (55) and (56), and again making use of the approxImation Epi=Eri, one obtains 
the simple relation between Xdl a and W o: 

where 

K =.v3Nhe. 
4mc 

8 J. H. Van Vlcek, 'l'heory of Electric and M agnetic Susceptibil it ies (Oxford Univ. P ress, 1932). 
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We are now in a position to examine the observable manifestations of the two part icle cor
relations in the special case when the oper ators involved are the coordinates and m.oment of 
t he p articles . The expectation values of the operators ~ r t· r j and :::8 Pi" P j can be con-

i~j i~j 

sidered to be observable since they can be expressed as the difference between two quantiLies 
which are obser vable at least in principle. The first operator is equal to (~ rty-~ d ; Lhe 

expectation value of the fU'st quantity is equal to the square of the extension of the system 
wbile, as discussed above, the expectation value of the second is proportional to the diamagnetic 
susceptibility of the system. Unfortunately, neither of these quantities is easy to determine 
with any degree of accuracy by experimental techniques except under special conditions. 
The diamagnetic susceptibility can be experimentally observed only if other magnetic effects, 
which would normally be dominant, vanish as is the case in closed shell atoms and molecules. 
The extension of the system is not easily observable, experimentally, although it is related to the 
electric polarizability (see footnote 5) . The second operator is equal to(~ pt) 2-"2f p~ which is 

again the difference between two obser vable quantities. A term proportion,.l to the first op
erator, added to the Hamiltonian , exactly expresses the effect of the nuclear motion upon the 
energy of an atomic system. 9 Consequently, the expectation value of this term gives, in fll's t 
order perturbation theory, the shift in energy levels due to the nuclear motion. This can be 
observed directly in the relative shifts of the energy levels of different isotopes of a given atom. 
The expectation value of the second operator is, as discussed above, proportional to the total 
energy of the system. 

We may now derive simplified relations for the ratio ~ <a lp i ·pjl a>J~ < alrr rjla> . 
i~j i~j 

It is evident from the approximate relations (30 )and (31) that 

(58) 

Although TVo and X d ia may be obtained experimentally or from the available wavefunction, a 
further sim plification of this expression is useful. From eq (51 ), it may be seen that 

"2f <a l p~ la > N2(3hJ2)2 
~ <a l r~la > "'" ("2f<a1dla>t 

(59 ) 

Consequently 

(60) 

Though approximate, this relation offers a considerable advantage in the calculation of t he 
contribution of ~ < aIPrPila> to the isotope shift of atomic energy levels since it does not 

i~j 

involve multiple differentiation of complicated wavefunctions. 
Finally, it may be remarked that the sum rule 10 for atomic transition probabilities 

(61) 

once again displays ~ <alpi'Pila> as the difference between two observable quantities. The 
i~j 

simplified formula (60) can be used to advantage in calculating its contribution to the sum. 

' n. s. TIu ghcs and C . Eckart, Ph ys . Rev . 36,694 (1930) . 
10 J. P . Vi n ti , Ph ys . Rev. 4 1, 432 (1932) . 
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For example, in the case of the helium atom, use of a wavefunction due to Hylleraas which 
gives the energy correct to one part in 3000 gives for ~ < alri" r jill'> the value - 0.146ag and for 

·"'1 
~ <a l r~ l a> , the value + 2.34ag. From (60), it; is easily found that ~ < alp;- pjla> is - .24h2/ao. 
• ·"'1 

This is about four percent of the value of 2m vVo determined with the same wavefunction, so 
that this term amounts to a four percent correction in the value of the sum expressed in eq (61). 

It may be further observed from the above discussion that ~ < alpi' pjla> and 
;"'1 

~ < alr;. r jla> have the same sign. Since the electrons repel each other, one would expect the 

average angle between two radius vectors r i and r j to be greater than 7r/2 in a spherically 
symmetric system so that ~ < air i ' r 110'> is negative as was determined above for He. Con-

·"'1 
sequently, one may conclude, in general, that ~ < alp;, Plla> is negative also under the same 
conditions. ·"'1 

6. Conclusion 

The main purpose of this article has been to demonstrate the nature of the many particle 
correlations in a system in terms of expansions involving unobservable one particle transitions 
between states of different symmetry. This conceptional approach has been explored and used 
to derive relations for some two particle operators which are of use in various types of calcula
tions. However, the ultimate value of this approach lies in the application of sum rules which 
involve one particle transitions in an attempt to obtain information regarding the many par
ticle correlations which has been largely intractable by other approximation schemes. This 
method of analysis will be explored in future publications. 

The author is indebted to Dr. J. P. Vinti for several stimulating discussions regarding sum 
rules which involve virtual one particle transitions. 

(Paper 69A2- 338) 
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